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What is Monica's occupation? Chef 
When Joey and Chandler's oven timer goes off, what does it mean? Time for 'Baywatch' 
What was the full name of Ross and Monica's old cat? Fluffy Meowington 
What song was Ross trying to learn on the bagpipes? Celebration 
What is a Joey Special? Two Pizzas 
Whose middle name is Karen? Rachel 
What is the name of the one-legged girl who dates Chandler and Joey? Ginger 
What was Rachel's hairless cats name? Mrs. Whiskerson 
Who fell in an open grave? Ross 
What is the name of the dog that Phoebe hides in Monica and Chandler's apartment? Clunkers 
Joey calls his chair Rosita. What does he call his TV? Stevie 
What is the name of Ross's son? Ben Geller 
At what street corner can you find Monica's apartment? Grove and Bedford 
Which character got hit by a tranquilizer dart? Phoebe 
What did Monica accidentally cut off of Chandler? His toe 
When Phoebe found a thumb in her soda, how much money did the soda company give her? $7000 
Which of Joey's sisters did Chandler have a fling with? Mary Angela 
Rachel decided that Barry looked like a child's toy. Which toy did she say he looked like? Mr. Potato Head 
When Ross fell asleep on a train to Poughkeepsie, what city did he wake up in? Montreal 
Joey claims he weighed how much when he was born? 27lbs 
What was the name of the self-help book that Monica, Rachel and Phoebe loved? Be Your Own Wind Keeper 
What is the name of Ross and Monica's cousin who didn't invite Monica to her wedding? Frannie 
What was Janice's ex-husband best known as? The Mattress King 
What song does Elizabeth's dad (Bruce Willis) sing to himself when he thinks he's alone? Love Machine 
What was the name of Rachel's fiancé that she left at the altar? Barry Farber, DDS 
Which holiday does Chandler not like? Thanksgiving 
What does Phoebe's dad do for a living? Pharmacist 
What was the name of Rachel's assistant turned boyfriend? Tag Jones 
What two actresses have played Rachel's sisters? Reese Witherspoon (Jill) and Christina 

Applegate (Amy) 
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Who really created the recipe for chocolate chip cookies that Monica thought Phoebe's dead 
grandmother created? 

Nestlé Toll House 

How much money did Monica invest and lose in the stock market? $127.00 
Who walked Phoebe down the aisle when she married Mike? Chandler 
Who did Monica and Chandler see waiting for an elevator on their first vacation together? Donald Trump 
What does Chandler want to turn Rachel's old room into? Game Room 
When Joey read for the part as Mercutio, what is the name he gave as his own when the casting 
directors asked? 

Holden McGroin 

Where did Rachel work when her boss was Mr. Zelner? Ralph Lauren Corporation 
What's the name of Joey's talent agency? The Estelle Leonard Talent Agency 
What did Rachel's sister do to Emma to make her and Ross angry? Got Emma's ears pierced  
What was the name of the maid Monica and Chandler hired? Brenda 
Chandler once won whose look-alike contest? Vanilla Ice 
What does Nora Bing like to eat after being intimate with a man? Kung Pao Chicken 
In the episode where Monica and Chandler got married, Joey was playing a character in which major 
war? 

World War I 

Who stole Ross's monkey, Marcel, and made him wear a tutu? Mr Heckles 
Who had a job as a charity 'bell ringer' in a Christmas episode? Phoebe 
Joey says that giving Rachel pickles during her pregnancy is like giving him what? Salad 
When Joey and Chandler took Ross to a hockey game, who got hit in the nose by a hockey puck? Ross 
Joey once hired someone to be his identical twin for a medical study. What was his name? Carl 
What physical ailment landed Joey in the hospital when Phoebe was having the triplets? Kidney Stones 
What is the name of Rachel and Ross' baby girl? Emma 
Where did Ross have his bachelor party prior to marrying Carol? Pizza Hut 
Elliot Gould played whose father on the TV series ‘Friends’? Ross & Monica 
How many women did Ross marry in 'Friends'? Three 
In which city did Ross and Rachel drunkenly get married? Las Vegas 
What is the name of the woman who gives birth to the twins that are adopted by Monica and 
Chandler? 

Erica 

Which basketball team do Ross, Joey and Chandler support? The New York Knicks 
What did Phoebe change her name to after marrying Mike? Princess Consuela Banana-Hammock 
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What kind of animal is Joey's cuddly friend Hugsy? Penguin 
How old was Monica when she finally learned to tell the time? Thirteen 
Which of Ross' girlfriends does he first meet at Monica and Chandler's wedding? Mona 
On which ride at Disneyland did Ross have 'an accident' after eating 10 tacos? Space Mountain 
Monica gets a job creating recipes using a fake chocolate product that goes by what name? Mockolate 
What did Joey want to call his son? The Hulk 
Why did Phoebe break up with Gary the cop? He shot a bird 
What was the name of the game that Chandler invented to give Joey Money? Cups 
What is Chandler's middle name? Muriel 
When playing a game and trying to name all of the states, which state does Ross have listed twice? Nevada 
After Monica gets stung by a jellyfish, who pees on her to help remove the pain? Chandler 
Which actor's shower does Joey get caught using without his permission? Charlton Heston 
Chandler falls asleep in a meeting and accidentally agrees to work in which city? Tulsa 
What does Chandler's mother do for a living? Erotic Novelist 
What did Joey throw on the fire ruining his date with Ginger? Her artificial leg 
Which inappropriate song do Ross and Rachel sing to Emma to make her laugh? Baby's Got Back 
What is the name Ross gives to the extra layer of gravy-soaked bread Monica puts in his turkey 
sandwich? 

The Moist-Maker 

Joey starred as a detective with a robotic partner in which TV show? Mac and C.H.E.E.S.E 
Joey buys the encyclopaedia covering which letter of the alphabet from a door-to-door salesman? V 
Who is the last of the group to discover that Chandler and Monica are in a relationship? Ross 
How many sisters does Joey have? Seven 
Joey auditions to be the host of which new gameshow? Bamboozled 
Ross created a comic book character when he was a child called Science Boy, what was his super 
power? 

A super human thirst for knowledge 

Where did Rachel buy her apothecary table, after pretending to Phoebe it came from a flea market? Pottery Barn 
What was the name of Rachel's childhood dog that died after being hit by an ice cream truck? LaPooh 
A co-worker named Bob continually calls Chandler by which incorrect name? Toby 
Which two characters get addicted to stolen cheese-cake? Rachel and Chandler 
How much did Joey bid for the boat that he ended up buying at a charity auction? $20,000 
What is Phoebe's younger half-brother's name? Frank 
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Joey gets a part in a movie playing the butt-double for which famous actor? Al Pacino 
What does Ross draw on Rachel's face when she falls asleep on the plane? Moustache 
Chandler's father goes by which drag queen name? Helena Handbasket 
Chandler pretended to move to which country in order to end his relationship with Janice? Yemen 
What names were given to the three triplets that Phoebe gave birth to? Frank Jr Jr, Chandler, Leslie 
What is the name of the monkey kept by Ross as a pet? Marcel 
Fun Bobby was the boyfriend of which character? Monica 
Where does David 'the Scientist Guy' move in order to take part in a three-year research trip? Minsk 
What was Ross and Chandler's college band called? Way, No Way 
What was the name of the character played by Joey in Days Of Our Lives? Dr Drake Ramoray 
Who lived below Monica and Rachel's apartment and constantly complained about the noise? Mr. Heckles 
What is the surname of Pheobe's husband Mike? Hannigan 
What is Phoebe's twin sister called? Ursula 
What was Monica's nickname when she was a field hockey goalie? Big Fat Goalie 
What did Chandler lose after his wedding? The dispoable camera's 
Janine, the dancer that moves in with Joey, was from which country? Australia 
What is the name of the superintendent of Monica's building? Mr Treeger 
What does Joey wear to Monica and Chandler's wedding? An army uniform 
What name does Ross give for the state of total awareness, that's actually a type of sushi? Unagi 
During the quiz, it is revealed that which name appears on the address label of Chandler's TV Guide? Miss Chanandler Bong 
Where did the billionaire Pete Becker take Monica for their first date? Rome 
What is the name of Chandler's roommate who refuses to leave in Season 2? Eddie 
What is Rachel's father's profession? Doctor / Surgeon 
What was the name of the man's lipstick that Joey helped advertise? Ichiban 
Which character ends up naked in a restaurant bathroom? Chandler 
What did Ross call his Halloween costume that combined a potato and a famous satellite? Spudnik 
What is the name of the vampire-themed porn film that Pheobe's twin sister stars in? Buffay the Vampire Layer 
What does Ross dress up as when he can't find a Santa suit to rent? The Holiday Armadillo 
When Joey gets a job working at Monica's restaurant what fake name does he use? Dragon 
Which character was married to a Canadian ice dancer called Duncan? Pheobe 
Who proposes to Phoebe in Barbados? David and Mike 
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Ross' son goes to school with the son of which famous rock star? Sting 
Who does Rachel sell her sphinx cat to? Gunther 
In order to stop Rachel from flying to Paris, which part of the plane does Phoebe say is broken? The left phalange 
Who was Rachel's prom date at high school? Chip 
What is the name of the woman that leans out of the work of art that Phoebe gives to Monica? Gladys 
What is Ross and Monica's father called? Jack Geller 
Which character finds a thumb floating in a can of soda in Season 1? Pheobe 
In which item of clothing does Ross get stuck whilst on a date? Leather Trousers 
What does Ross give to Ugly Naked Guy to try and bribe him into letting him rent his apartment? A basket of mini muffins 
Which of Rachel's colleagues at Bloomingdales does Ross become jealous of? Mark 
What was Phoebe in charge of at Rachel's surprise party? Cups and ice 
What does Rachel do to her potential boss during her job interview at Ralph Lauren? Kisses him 
When Chandler discovers that Joey has lent money to Monica, what does Joey say it is for? A boob job 
Which country does Joey think is make believe place where Tinkerbell and Peter Pan come from? The Netherlands 
Which animal causes Phoebe to drop the bowl full of lottery tickets? Pigeon 
Who was the only one of the main gang not to make it to Ross and Emily's wedding in London? Phoebe 
During the quiz, what does Rachel think Chandler's job is? Transpondster 
Which band played at Monica and Chandler's wedding? The Swing Kings 
Which model does Chandler get stuck in a lift with? Jill Goodacre 
Which character gets a temp job selling Christmas trees? Joey 
In the final season, Rachel gets offered a job in Paris working for which fashion brand? Louis Vuitton 
What is the name of Chandler's father's Las Vegas all-male burlesque? Viva Las Gaygas 
What is Monica's biggest 'pet peeve'? Animals dressed as humans 
Monica categorises her towels. How many categories are there? 11 
What is Rachel's favourite movie? Weekend at Bernie's 
When Chandler grows a moustache to look like Richard, of whom does he remind Monica and Ross? Aunt Sylvia 
What is Ross and Monica's family newspaper called? The Geller Yeller 
What did Monica do during the Geller Bowl VI? Monica breaks Ross' nose 
When Rachel and Monica sneak in to watch Ross' university lecture, what are they shocked to find 
him doing? 

Speaking in an English accent 

What phrase does Ross use to sign an autograph for a fan at the palaeontology conference? I dig you 
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What lie does Ross have on his résumé? That he went on a year-long dig in Cairo 
Who recommended to Ross that he should start his guest university lecture off with a joke? Chandler 
What happens to Monica's appearance in humid climates? Her hair becomes very large and frizzy 
What does Ross do before his date with Hillary, Monica's assistant Chef? Gets his teeth whitened 
What is Phoebe's New Year's Resolution? To pilot a commercial jet 
What is Monica's New Year's Resolution? To take more photo's 
What is Rachel's New Year's Resolution? To stop gossiping 
What is Ross' New Year's Resolution? Every day, he will do one thing he has 

never done before 
What is Chandler's New Year's Resolution? To stop making fun of people all the time 
What is Joey's New Year's Resolution? To learn how to play guitar 
In her job as head chef at Allesandro's, whom does Monica hire to fire? Joey 
What do the staff at Allessandro's do to Monica's Chef jacket? Bake it 
Why does Monica remain in Manhattan rather than move to Tulsa with Chandler? She's offered her dream job at Javu 
Monica receives a bad review from a restaurant critic. How does he describe her Mahi Mahi? Awful awful 
How does Monica describe Geoffrey, the maitre d' at Javu? The funniest guy she has ever met 
Ross leaves his favourite shirt at Mona's after they break-up. What colour does he claim it to be? Faded salmon 
What slogan is printed on the back of the leather jacket that Phoebe picks out for Ross? Boys will be boys 
In what outfit do Rachel and Phoebe dress Emma for the Grand Supreme Little Darling pageant? Cowgirl 
What is the name of the computer software that Pete created? Moss 865 
Ross invents a serious ex-boyfriend of Phoebe's in conversation with Mike. What is his name? Vikram 
What is the name of the game that Chandler and Joey invent that involves a ball, a bowl and some 
lighter fluid? 

Fireball 

Which friend pretends to be Estelle on the phone to Joey, so he doesn't find out that she is dead? Phoebe 
What phrase always puts Joey in a good mood on an aeroplane? Duty-free 
What is Rachel's Flight number and seat number of her flight to Paris? Flight 421 and seat 32C 
What misconception did Phoebe have about Estelle after reading the wrong obituary? That she was the first black man to cross 

the Atlantic 
What did Phoebe's ex-singing partner Leslie abandon her to pursue? Writing jingles 
What is the name of the song Ross and Chandler write whilst in a college band together? Emotional Knapsack 
What was the name of Ross and Chandler's college band? Way! No Way! 
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Name one of Phoebe's non-traditional guitar chord descriptions? Bear Claw / Turkey Leg / Old Lady / Tiger / 
Dragon / Iceberg 

What type of music plays at Phoebe and Mike's wedding ceremony? A steel band 
What game does Ross end up playing in an attempt to match up to Emily's ex? Rugby 
How many of Charlie's boyfriends have won at least one Nobel Prize? Two 
Paul is known as the 'what' guy? Wine 
What does Eddie's ex-girlfriend drop off at Chandler's apartment? An empty fish tank 
After Rachel's two parties, which friend kisses her mother on the lips to distract her from seeing her 
ex-husband? 

Joey 

What name does Phoebe use on the phone to Mrs Waltham, pretending to be Ross' physician calling 
to say he forgot to take his brain medicine? 

Dr. Phalange 

What fake name does Frank Sr. try and give to Phoebe at her grandmother's memorial service? Joe Hill 
What name does Pheobe assume when pretending to be a businesswoman at the Blackjack table? Regina Phalange 
What are the names of the couple in Phoebe's book that are suspiciously similar to Monica and 
Chandler? 

Marsha and Chester 

What are the names of the 'stars' of the birthing video that terrifies Chandler, Monica and Rachel? Candy and Cookie 
What baby name does Phoebe suggest as a compromise to appease Chandler and Joey? Chanoey 
How do Ross and Susan come up with the name Ben? It's the nametag on the janitor's uniform 

that Phoebe wears 
Whilst discussing names for Ross and Rachel's baby, what does Phoebe suggest if it's a boy? Phoebo 
After Ross and Rachel veto all of the other baby name suggestions, what name does Phoebe start to 
think sounds really good? 

Veto 

What do Monica and Chandler call their twins? Erica and Jack 
What do the friends end up eating for their first Thanksgiving dinner? Grilled cheese and tomato soup 
What does Phoebe call Thanksgiving? Needless-turkey-murder day 
What does Monica bake for Rachel's birthday instead of a cake? A flan 
What was the intended shape of Emma's first birthday cake? A bunny 
What does Ross eat too much of on his and Chandler's trip to Vermont? Maple candy 
When Chandler moves in with Monica, what does Joey give him as a thank-you for being such a good 
roommate? 

The porcelain dog 

Which of Mr Heckles' possessions that the girls inherit does Rachel love, but Monica loath? A seashell lamp 
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Whilst ordering a pizza mid-flight, of what ingredient does Rachel add an extra portion? Anchovies 
Why is Ross excited when the pizza delivery girl forgets Phoebe's vegetarian pizza? She'll have to come back, and Ross can 

then ask her out 
To which zoo is Marcel finally accepted? San Diego 
What type of animal is Mitzi? Cheryl's pet hamster 
After Rachel is pulled over for speeding and Ross takes over the wheel, for what is Ross then pulled 
over for? 

Driving too slow 

What started the fire at Phoebe and Rachel's apartment? Hair straighteners  
What does Phoebe witness a woman doing outside Central Park, causing her to pretend to be a police 
officer? 

Putting out a cigarette on a tree 

What is the name of the police officer that pulls Ross over for driving too slow? Officer Petty 
What startle Phoebe in the studio whilst recording Smelly Cat? Her backing singers, as they join in 
Who keeps interrupting Phoebe's final song? Rachel 
Complete the Phoebe lyric: Oh, the cow in the meadow goes moo, oh, the cow in the meadow goes 
moo... 

Then the farmer hits him on the head 
and grinds him up, and that's how we get 
hamburgers 

Complete the Phoebe lyric: They're tiny and chubby and so sweet to touch.. And soon they'll grow up and resent you 
so much 

Complete the Phoebe lyric: They won't take you to the vet, You're obviously not their favourite pet... You may not be a bed of roses; You're no 
friend to those with noses! 

Who does it transpire was Monica's first kiss ever? Ross 
Whose kiss steals Monica's thunder? Ross and Rachel's 
What does Ross do with Jen's business card to avoid her seeing him kissing it? He stuffs it in his mouth 
What does Chandler agree to do to atone for kissing Kathy? Spend six hours in a wooden box? 
After kissing Monica on the lips in front of the other girls before they are a couple, what does 
Chandler then do to cover it up? 

Kisses each girl on the lips 

Which friend teaches Joey how to sail? Rachel 
Who teaches Phoebe how to ride a bike? Ross 
Which friend tries and fails to teach Joey French? Phoebe 
Which friend teaches Ben their repertoire of practical jokes? Rachel 
What hobby does Phoebe take up when she meets Robert in the park? Rollerblading 
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What does the mystery switch in Joey and Chandler's apartment (occupied by Rachel and Monica at 
the time of discovery) control? 

The TV in Monica and Rachel's apartment 
(occupied by Chandler and Joey at the 
time) 

What does Joey suggest Monica is hiding in the secret closet on her and Chandler's apartment? Richard 
Who is the first to crack under the pressure of the secret of the jellyfish? Joey 
What present did Chandler buy for Rachel before the friends decide to do Secret Santa? A briefcase initialled with RG 
Who is the mysterious Jade looking for when she accidentally calls Chandler and Joey's phone? Her ex-boyfriend, Bob 
What is Emily's initial response after Ross tells her he loves her? Thank you 
How does Emily exit her and Ross' wedding reception? Through the bathroom window 
Who ends up going on Ross and Emily's honeymoon? Rachel, alone 
What British snack food does Ross obliterate after finding out that Emily is getting re-married? A scone 
What does it mean to 'pull a Monica'? The screw something up 
What is the logic behind a moo point? It's like a cow's opinion, it just doesn't 

matter, it's moo 
What term does Phoebe coin for when two friends talk and play games on a road trip, in turn 
renewing their friendship? 

A frenaissance 

When you're not fine, what do you put at the end of 'fine'? A 'D' 
What does C.H.E.E.S.E stand for? Computerized Humanoid Electronically 

Enhanced Secret Enforcer 
What activity causes Joey to break his arm? He was jumping up and down on his bed 
What is Joey diagnosed with at the hospital whilst Phoebe is in labour? Kidney stones 
What affliction strikes Joey on the same day he loses his health insurance? A stomach hernia 
Which friend catches chicken pox from Ben? Phoebe 
How does Rachel sprain her ankle, causing her to end up in A&E? She slips whilst finally taking down the 

Christmas lights 
How do Rachel and Monica know Luisa from Animal Control? They attended Lincoln High School 

together 
Whilst on set with Marcel, Chandler recognises old school acquaintance, Susie Moss. What is her role 
on the film set? 

Make-up artist 

How do Phobe and Monica know Amanda, the girl with the fake British accent? She used to live in the building 
Who is Joey's new flatmate after Chandler moves in with Monica? Janine 
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How much older than Monica is Richard? 20 years 
What does Monica teach Richard how to make on the definitely-not-a-date? Lasagne 
What does Monica do with Julie that Rachel considers as bad as cheating? Goes shopping 
What do the friends play to pass the time at the beach house whilst it's raining? A stripping game 
Phoebe plays what object during a game of rock-paper-scissors? Water Balloon 
What are Rachel's rules whilst playing heads or tails with Joey? Heads she wins, tails Joey loses 
Where does the museum send Ross, meaning he misses Rachel's birthday barbecue? China 
Why is Phoebe mad at Ross before the friends’ head to Vegas? She had a dream in which Ross calls her 

boring 
Who are the nap buddies? Joey and Ross 
What playful habit of Katie's does Joey not care for? She punches him when she is happy 
How many steps are in Joey's routine with the ladies? Six 
Rachel's bank calls her to discuss unusual activity on her credit card. What is it? She hasn't used it for weeks 
What do the gang do for the last time before Monica and Chandler move? They go for one last coffee 
What does Chandler ask Monica if he can have, that Joey was surprisingly strict about? A gumball machine 
What were Joey and Monica doing in his dream, leading him to think he's in love with her? A crossword puzzle 
What is Jack Geller drinking whilst Phoebe is fantasising about his strong hands? A can of condensed milk 
What is Ross' ultimate fantasy? A famous princess in her gold bikini 
What does Rachel buy that she's wanted since she was a little girl, but isn't sure if Monica is going to 
like? 

A sphinx cat 

What does Danny do with his sister that proves the final straw for Rachel? Takes a bath with her 
After surprising Chandler in his Tulsa hotel room, what does Monica begin to think that he really 
likes? 

Sharks 

After their son is born, what surprise does the doctor spring upon Monica and Chandler? That the other one will be along in a 
minute 

Which two surprising items do we find out Phoebe keeps in her purse, as she and Rachel try and find 
out whether Chandler is having an affair? 

Night vision googles and a stun gun 

Where does the gang find Rachel's lost wedding ring? In Monica's lasagne 
What does Phoebe find whilst digging for change in a Central Park chair? A cop badge 
What does Rachel lose, that she borrowed from Phoebe, who borrowed them from Monica? An earring that Chandler gave Monica 

that she was saving for a special occasion 
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Chandler finds a pair of furry handcuffs whilst moving out of his and Monica's apartment. Who do 
they discover that they belonged to? 

Monica and Ross' grandma 

What are the three types of ice that Phoebe provides for Rachel's surprise party, much to Monica's 
annoyance? 

Crushed, cubed and dry 

What is the stage name of the stripper who performs at Phoebe's bachelorette party? Officer Goodbody 
What happens to Ross' wedding ring after Joey throws him a bachelor party? The duck eats it 
Why do the agency love the recommendation letter that Joey writes for Monica and Chandler? They thought a child wrote it 
Erica confides that the biological father of her baby is either her high school boyfriend or someone 
who is now doing time in prison. What was his crime? 

That he killed his father with a shovel 

On what day of the year does Chandler finally quit his job? Christmas Eve 
Chandler creates an alter-ego that seduces his co-workers' wives for sport and then laughs about it 
the next day at the water cooler. What does he name him? 

Chandy 

What is the true identity of Chandler's online girlfriend? Janice 
When Ross was little and used to dress up in his mother's clothes, what did he make everyone call 
him? 

Bea 

What name does the real Monica give to the fake Monica? Monana 
What does Joey call himself when he creates a new identity at Chandler's office? Joseph 
After returning from Barbados, Mike needs to break up with the girl that he was seeing before him 
and Phoebe got back together. What was her name? 

Precious 

When David and Pheobe reunite in New York for one night only, David speaks a Russian phrase to 
Phoebe. What does it mean? 

Please clean my beakers 

Why does Ross lie to Rachel about the fate of his childhood paediatrician? Ross still sees him, as a grown man 
When she and Chandler went to spend weekend away together, what excuse does Monica give to the 
gang? 

That she is going to a culinary fair in New 
Jersey 

What excuse does Joey's father give to his mother to cover his infidelity? I'm sleeping over at my accountants 
Who destroys the football table to save Chick and Duck Jr.? Monica 
What does Ross have an allergic reaction to, leading to Chandler and Joey's disastrous babysitting of 
Ben? 

Monica's kiwi-lime pie 

When the friends try to name as many US States as they can in six minutes, who comes last? Monica 
In Phoebe's little black book that she gives to Rachel after Mike proposes, what does the red X next to 
Bob Greenmore's name mean? 

Dead 
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How does Rachel steal the show at Barry and Mindy's wedding? Her bridesmaid's dress is tucked into her 
underwear as she walks down the aisle 

After Ross wishes to be married again and Rachel walks into Central Perk wearing a wedding dress, 
for what does chandler wish? 

A million dollars 

Other than girls in wedding dresses, what really freaks Joshua out? Farm birds 
How did the girls locate each other in the mayhem of the discount wedding dress shop? By using whistles 
Which fried does Chandler assign to guard the engagement ring he wants to buy for Monica? Phoebe 
What does Monica want from Phoebe as an engagement present? Phoebe's grandmother's cookie recipe 
What is Joey's catchphrase throughout the friends' journey to London? London, baby! 
What does unagi translate to in English, as Phoebe and Chandler point out? Freshwater Eel 
W.E.N.U.S is an acronym for what? Weekly Estimated Net Usage Systems 
Where is Allesandro, owner of Allesandro's Italian restaurant, from? Lebanon 
What surprises Ross and Rachel when they open the door to Sandy, who is interviewing to be their 
nanny? 

That he is a man 

Who sabotage's Rachel's interview for the role of Junior Miss Buyer? Her boss Joanna 
Who intervened in Chandler's flatmate interviews, resulting in Joey becoming his flatmate? Mr. Heckles 
Who do Monica and Phoebe forget to invite to Rachel's baby shower? Her mother 
Phoebe's friend Ethel had a baby born with what? A teeny, tiny beard 
Who takes on Monica in a game of ping pong in Barbados? Mike 
At Monica's Halloween party, how do Ross and Chandler compete to prove who's the strongest? They arm wrestle 
In which gameshow does Joey make a disastrous appearance? Pyramid 
What game has been set up in Chandler's bedroom at Rachel's party in his apartment? Volleyball 
When Joey 'leapt to save' Ross after a car backfire scared them on their ride-along with Gary, what 
was his real motivation? 

He wanted to save his sandwich 

What does Monica put three of in Joey's freezer before moving out? Lasagnes  
What is the name of the character whose brain is transplanted into Dr. Drake Ramoray? Jessica Lockhart 
How does Gunther tell Phoebe's boyfriend Robert that he keeps coming out of his shorts? Put the mouse back in the house 
What was Central Perk before it was a coffee shop? A bar 
Who puts in an offer on the house next door to Monica and Chandler? Janice 
Who walks into Central Perk as Ross explains that Rachel dumped him because he reminded her too 
much of somebody? 

Julie 
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For how much is the cheque that Pete makes out to the boxing ring design? $50,000 
Which two friends briefly become partners in a catering business? Monica and Pheobe 
Why does Monica dislike Chandler's boss, Doug? He drunkenly urinated on the ice 

sculpture at Monica and Chandler's 
engagement party 

What does Monica buy Chandler for their one-year anniversary? Plane tickets to Vegas 
Why does Rachel gladly agree to Pheobe setting up Ross with her friend Bonnie? She thinks Bonnie is bald 
After Rachel helps him pick out a unisex bag, why is Joey's audition unsuccessful? The casting director thinks he is there to 

sell the bag 
What is Ross' downfall in his attempts to cover up his whitened teeth on his date with Hillary? Hillary has a black light and his teeth 

glow in the dark 
Who enters the restaurant as Chandler is attempting to propose to Monica? Richard 
In a fit of desperation, what does Ross use to try and make the decision between being married to 
Emily and friends with Rachel? 

A magic eight ball 

After agreeing to come back to New York, what does Emily say Ross must do to give their relationship 
another shot? 

Never see Rachel again 

Which of Rachel's sisters does Ross take out on a date? Jill 
How does Elizabeth react to Ross breaking up with her? She hits him with a water balloon 
What are the professions of Vince and Jason, the guys that Phoebe dates simultaneously? A firefighter and a teacher, respectively 
Phoebe's pregnancy causes her to start craving what? Meat 
Which of Joey's sisters comes to Rachel for advice after getting pregnant? Dina 
Whilst Erica is in labour, what does Chandler start debating with her? What hurts more: giving birth or getting 

kicked in the crotch 
Phoebe thinks Ross' sonogram looks like what, if you tilt your head to the left and relax your eyes? An old potato 
Chandler decides to switch careers and try advertising, since he is good at writing slogans. What 
slogan does he write for cheese? 

Cheese; it's milk you can chew! 

After the duck definitely does not throw up in Joey's bed, what does he find under Rachel's pillow? An erotic novel 
Which two-bathroom items form a paste as Ross attempts to get his leather trousers back on? Lotion and Powder 
Who were the three members of the 'I hate Rachel Green Club' in high school? Will Colbert, Ross and an exchange 

student from Thailand 
What was the name of Monica's high school imaginary boyfriend? Jared 
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What colour is Rachel's dress in the high school prom video? Blue 
After bumping into Rachel in the bar that was to become Central Perk, what does Monica bet 
Chandler for ten bucks? 

That she will never see Rachel again in her 
life 

What is Rachel's childhood phobia? Swings 
What does Rachel do that scares Joshua away for good? Answer the door to him wearing a 

wedding dress proclaiming 'I do' 
Where does Joey store books that scare him? The freezer 
After a double date, how does Janine describe Monica and Chandler? A little 'blah' 
When Monica, Chandler, and Phoebe are competing to set up Rachel with a date for her company's 
charity ball, what does Chandler like so much about their guy Eldad? 

He smells incredible 

How much does Emma win for being the Grand Supreme Little Darling at a baby pageant? $1000 
In the poker game, with what hand does Rachel win? A full house 
How does Ross eventually bond with Ugly Naked Guy, succeeding in winning the apartment? He gets naked with him 
Where have the friends just decided to go as Phoebe's waters break? Atlantic City 
Chandler books a romantic trip to Vermont that Monica cannot attend because her restaurant is 
fully booked for a month. Who does he take instead? 

Ross 

In which State was Alice when Phoebe went into labour? Delaware 
On their break in Atlantic City, why does Monica want to switch rooms the first time? There's lipstick n the glasses 
Which friend manages to stop Emma crying after Rachel wakes her up mid-sleep? Monica 
What is the first gift that Phoebe buys Joey for Christmas, in an attempt to get Rachel to move back 
with her? 

A drum kit 

What is the second gift that Phoebe buys Joey for Christmas, in an attempt to get Rachel to move 
back with her? 

A tarantula 

Who does Phoebe ask to give her away at her and Mike's wedding? Joey 
Who ends up giving away Phoebe at her and Mike's wedding? Chandler 
Who is Phoebe's on-and-off wedding planner? Monica 
What does Phoebe call the rat that lives in her apartment, much to Mike's disgust? Bob 
What does Rachel let out of the kitchen pot in surprise when Duncan reveals he is Phoebe's husband? A pigeon 
What does Rachel do in an attempt to get in with Kim and Nancy at work? Start smoking 
What is Ross' method for getting a good night's sleep, despite Rachel thinking they are 'cuddly 
sleepers'? 

The hug and roll 
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What does Ross send to Emily's parents' house, in hope of winning her back? 72 long-stemmed roses, one for each day 
he's known and loved her 

What does Joey reveal to Rachel is his first move on a date? Having a bottle of wine sent to his table 
'from a fan' 

Why did Chandler break up with Julie Grath, his girlfriend from camp? She got really fat 
What is the ailment of the girl that Chandler picks up at the sleep clinic? She talks in her sleep 
How does Ross find out that Rachel has feelings for him? She leaves a druken message on his 

answerphone 
After Ross becomes dejected because he thinks that he and Rachel will never get together, to what 
creature does Phoebe compare them? 

She says that Rachel is Ross' lobster 

Where do Ross and Rachel spend their first night together? The plantarium at Ross' work 
What does Ross send to Rachel's new office to show his love for her? A barbershop quartet 
What does Phoebe find in Monica's bin on the morning of her and Chandler's wedding? A positive pregnancy test 
After a file mix-up, what does Erica believe are Monica and Chandler's professions? A reverend and a doctor 

 


